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Executive Summary
This deliverable provides a report of the User Interface Components used in the project for providing a
usable and user-friendly user interface in the defined use cases. In this document we review the UI
components developed in the first 2 years of the project focusing on how the current xLiMe platform can
be extended to enable quicker and easier development of end users applications. We design and describe a
toolkit for displaying and interacting with the xLiMe data, focusing on the various media resources of the
xLiMe project (TV streams, social media and news articles) and their annotations.
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Abbreviations
D

Deliverable

xLiMe

Cross-lingual Cross-media Knowledge Extraction

WP

Work Package

API

Application Programming Interface

BI

Business Intelligence

UI

User Interface

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language

RDF

Resource Description Framework

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HTML

HyperText Markup Language

JS

JavaScript

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets

DOM

Document Object Model

XML

eXtended Markup Language

JSX

JavaScript Syntax Extension

MVC

Model-View-Controller

AJAX

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
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1

Introduction

This document identifies and describes a set of User Interface (UI) components which are either of general
use in the context of the xLiMe project, or which are of special use for some of the identified use-cases
within the project. The main objective of this deliverable is to specify a number of UI components which
can then be used to rapidly produce new prototypes and applications on top of the xLiMe Toolkit.
In this deliverable we use the term UI Component for some configurable graphical component (which
accepts input parameters to allow customisation, presents some information in a graphical manner and
enables some actions for users to interact with that information). At the same time, we consider UI
Components in the wider xLiMe context, taking into account how easy it is to develop user interfaces based
on available back-end services; hence we also look at the back-end services from the perspective of frontend development.

1.1

Motivation

The xLiMe Toolkit performs cross-media and cross-lingual annotation on several types of media. Most of
the research and development work performed as part of the xLiMe project occurs at the data level: (i)
analysing text from documents, audio streams or video streams; (ii) generating interlinked annotation data
which is stored and made available to technically savvy users via various Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs). Eventually, (part of) this data needs to be displayed to end-users for various purposes (to
help them understand the data, to help them analyse the data, to formulate hypotheses, etc.). In xLiMe we
have already identified various use-cases for the xLiMe data; each of these use-cases require one or more
interfaces to help users perform use-case specific tasks in its particular context. In general, it is not possible
to provide a single interface to the xLiMe data which will be suitable for all end-user requirements. At the
same time, developing user interface components on top of the low-level APIs provided by the xLiMe
platform (e.g. on top of the xLiMe SPARQL endpoint) from scratch can be time consuming, since developers
need to:


Learn the SPARQL/RDF languages



Study the xLiMe data model



Compose the SPARQL queries necessary for their requirements



Convert/bind the SPARQL results to UI components to be displayed (handling issues such as
missing values, mapping URLs to human readable labels, etc.)



Define common interaction tasks for particular data objects that need to be manipulated (e.g.
visiting a news article at the publishers site)

Thus, while xLiMe APIs have been chosen for their powerful interlinking and querying capabilities, they are
often not the easiest technologies to work with for front-end developers. For these reasons, in this
deliverable we define various common UI components for the xLiMe project. These are components which
are focused on displaying and interacting with information objects that are relevant to the xLiMe dataset
such as media items (news, social media posts and videos), annotations, etc.

1.2

Relation to Other Work Packages and Deliverables

This document is the first of two deliverables in T6.4 “Web Front-End” as part of WP6 “Integration and
Toolkit” dedicated to describing the front-ends developed within the project. In the first year (Y1) of the
project, the focus was on creating a complete pipeline of annotator components for the various media
types. There were a couple of UIs that were created to demonstrate some of the functionality, but each of
these were developed from scratch on top of the low-level APIs. In Y2 of the project, the main annotator
Page 6 of (27)
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components have been refined, resulting in minor refinements to the low-level APIs. Based on these
experiences, we now feel confident that the low-level APIs are mature enough to provide a stable set of UI
components which can be shared between xLiMe partners and which can be used by third-party developers
who want to display the content of the xLiMe dataset. This deliverable results in the specification of the
main UI components to be used within the project, while D6.4.2 (to be delivered in Y3) will focus on the
implementation of these components.
This deliverable directly uses input from D1.1 “Prototype of (meta) Data Model” to identify which
properties are available within xLiMe for each of the main media-items. Also, it relies on D6.3 “API
Specifications and Prototype” to specify which existing xLiMe services can be used to retrieve particular
information. Indirectly, the UI components depend on all of the annotation, linking, search and analytics
components, which are described in WP2 to WP5.
The results of this deliverable will be used in future UI prototypes and demonstrators; in particular in some
of the use-case prototypes. Furthermore, in Y3 D6.4.2 will extend this deliverable to report on the
implementation and take-up of the designed components reported in this document.

1.3

Overview of the Document

The remainder of the document is organised as follows. First, in Section 2 we provide an overview of UIs
which have already been developed as part of the project. Although most of these have been presented in
other deliverables in more detail, having an overview here, will help us to identify common requirements
for UI components. Then, in Section 3, we provide an architecture for a library of xLiMe UI Components. In
Section 4, we provide more detailed specifications for the library of components and finally in Section 5 we
conclude this document.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Requirements for UI Components

In order to formulate requirements for the xLiMe UI components, we will review the user interfaces that
have been developed in the first two years of the project. Based on these interfaces and the ongoing usecases we will identify and formulate a number of requirements for the xLiMe UI components.

2.1

Review of xLiMe User Interfaces

In this section we review and analyse the interfaces developed in the two first years of the xLiMe project.
We focus on the challenges that we faced when building these interfaces on top of the Y1 xLiMe toolkit in
order to identify requirements for a reusable front-end library.
In order to facilitate understanding the different user interfaces in the context of the rest of the xLiMe
toolkit, in Figure 1 we provide an overview of the Y1 xLiMe toolkit architecture from the point of view of
the user interfaces. As Figure 1 shows, most of the services developed in Y1 focused on the conversion and
annotation of cross-lingual and cross-media items. The processed data was pushed to a message broker for
real-time monitoring as well as to data stores for historical querying. The front-ends that have been
developed until now directly interact with the message broker (Kafka) or with the data stores (an RDF
triplestore or a document store).

Figure 1: Front-ends built on top of Y1 xLiMe toolkit
2.1.1

Y1 Zattoo Use-Case Demonstrator

The Y1 Zattoo Use-Case Prototype was based on the cross-media content enrichment and
recommendations. Providing media consumers with additional related content enhances the service
provided by Zattoo. The xLiMe toolkit enables the enrichment of the TV programmes watched by Zattoousers with related content, originating from other media sources (e.g. tweets, blog posts, YouTube videos,
news articles, Wikipedia pages, etc.). The approach was based on content, not on user behaviour. For the
early prototype, a selection of news-focused channels in several languages was used.
The user interface (UI) of the Y1 Zattoo Demonstrator was implemented as a JavaScript-based web
application to be used in a standard web browser. For fast and flexible user interface implementation, the
front-end development framework Bootstrap1 was used. A screenshot of the Y1 Zattoo UI Component is
shown in Figure 2.
1

Boostrap: http://getbootstrap.com/
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Figure 2: Y1 Zattoo UI Prototype
As Figure 2 shows, the Zattoo prototype consists of various simpler components such as:


A video player. In this prototype, this is a custom player which plays “live videos” from one of the
supported Zattoo’s channels with a predefined delay (in order to be able to synchronize with the
latency introduced by speech to text and text analysis). This component handles authentication for
the whole page (as only valid Zattoo user accounts are allowed to view the video stream). Besides
the video player this component also has a channel selector and a logout button.



A contextual Program Guide: shows the current and the next programme for the selected channel
as shown in Figure 3.





Figure 3: Program Guide UI component
A Speech Recognition component: shows a specific annotation of the selected video, namely the
latest text extracted by the Speech to Text component for the selected channel; shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Text from Speech UI component
A Detected Keywords component: shows another type of annotations for the selected video
stream, the detected keywords in the text (previously extracted by the Speech to Text component);
shown in Figure 5.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Figure 5: Detected Keywords UI component
A list of related media items: displays a list of media items, organized by their type (social media,
news or TV Programs), that are related to the tv fragment being currently displayed. Each type of
social media has a dedicated component which renders the main information of the media item,
such as user, source, time since publishing, a content preview and various actions for social media
items; as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Social Media Item UI component
For news items, a thumbnail is shown, along with the publisher, the news article title, the time since
publishing and a preview of the content; as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: News item UI component
Finally, for tv items, the UI shows a thumbnail, the title of the programme, the channel, a description and
the time since publishing; as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: TV item UI component
Based on the above, we can see that in terms of UI components, the Zattoo Prototype implemented
components to perform the following tasks:


Retrieval of basic information of media items



Display of a list of related media resources (TV, social media, news articles)



Retrieval of media-item information from multiple sources (different types of media item
annotations may come from different sources: Kafka, the SPARQL endpoint, social networks,
Zattoo’s EPG, etc.)

Information in detail about this prototype can be found in D1.4.2 [1], D7.2.1 [2] and D7.2.2 [3].

2.1.2

Y1 VICO’s Monitoring Interface Prototype

VICO Monitoring use-case can be summarized as cross-lingual, cross-media brand monitoring and topic
analysis. The aim is to monitor brands and opinions across languages and media over time, extending
VICO's social media monitoring system. This includes the integration of data sources and technical
Page 10 of (27)
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resources provided and developed within the xLiMe project as well as the implementation of additional
xLiMe specific features in VICO's system.
The xLiMe project will provide tools to enable the annotation of mainstream multimedia streams with
select advertisement presence and product placement data, which will then be used to establish the
connection between social and mainstream media. The annotation of the stream will be done by detecting
logos, brands and products in the multimedia stream and linking to the product shown in the ad.
The UI in this prototype is based on a pre-existing dashboard on top of VICO’s system. This means that VICO
already had many generic components available, which had to be adapted to represent xLiMe specific
resources. Figure 9 depicts an interface of the dashboard.

Figure 9: VICO Media Monitoring Dashboard
The dashboard offers the possibility to filter result data by source types and thus to perform an analysis on
certain source types like e.g. TV data and news articles.
We note that, since VICO’s UI components are very generic, adapting these to xLiMe data amounted to
defining specific queries to extract the required data for each media-item. For example, the Figure 10
shows a table displaying TV items which matched some keyword. It displays the source (TV), the title of the
TV programme, the text derived from speech, the source media item, as well as links to the author and date
of the TV program.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Figure 10: Table of TV items
Information in detail about this prototype can be found in D1.4.227[1], D7.3.1[4] and D7.3.2[5].

2.1.3

Semantic Search and Summarisation Demonstrator

Semantic Demonstrator defines an efficient retrieval of media items with semantic technologies. It builds a
set of components that fit together in a way that supports the full search workflow. This prototype
showcases the search and navigation possibilities available to the xLiMe users. Figure 11 shows a mock-up
of the GUI.

Figure 11: Mock-up of Semantic Demonstrator

The UI consists of the following UI components:


the ranked autocompletion component: allows users to start typing a search term and provides
auto-completion options for named entities that match the partial search term. This enables
searching of media-items by entity URI rather than by search term. An example is shown in Figure
12.

Page 12 of (27)
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Figure 12: Entity Autocompletion UI component


the list of media items: displays search results as a list of media items categorized by their
type/source (social media, news or TV). This is similar to the list of media items from the Y1 Zattoo,
but much simpler. Typically for each media item only the source URI is shown along with the
publishing date.



entity summarisation: displays a summary of the entity that was used for the query, this is the
entity selected via the auto-completion component. By displaying the main properties of the entity,
it allows users to identify the sense of the term they selected to verify they selected the correct
entity.

Information in detail about this prototype can be found in D5.1.1[6] and D5.1.2[7].

2.1.4

XKnowSearch (Query Interpretation Demonstrator)

XKnowSearch! System is a cross-lingual semantic search engine that provides a design based in keywords
inputs as parameters, document indexing and ranking algorithms for retrieval results.
The UI demo defines a user-friendly design, very close to traditional search engines. It offers two options,
an indirect search where the user can specify a disambiguated query, or direct search which is run
automatically by the system. A screenshot of the interface of this tool is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Screenshot XKnowSearch! Engine
This UI consists of the following components:
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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A graph representation of the input search. Instead of providing autocompletion when typing the
search terms, this interface shows the various semantic representations as a graph. This
component shows the main entities identified in the input string along with any relevant relations.
The user can select entities in the graph to request more information about that entity.



An entity display component: displays both a summary of the entity by displaying its main
properties and values as well as a more complete rendering of the entity. See Figure 14 for an
example. As with the entity summarisation described in Section 2.1.3, the goal here is to provide
more context to the user in order to decide which entities need to be used during search.





Figure 14: Entity display UI compoennt
Search result list: displays a list of all media items which were found in the xLiMe dataset; see
Figure 15. Only the title of the media item is displayed in the version of the UI shown since only
news items were supported at the time of writing. However, inclusion of TV programmes and social
media items is planned, which means that this component may be replaced by something similar to
the components shown in the Y1 Zattoo Prototype or in the Semantic Search demonstrator.

Figure 15: Search result list
Media item component: displays the selected media item for inspection by the user, see Figure 16.
This is similar to the media-item component in the Y1 Zattoo front-end, however much more
information is shown. Instead of only providing a preview with a link to the original media-item,
this interface chooses to render the full text of the news item along with the available metadata
(title, source, language, etc.). No annotations are shown however, other than highlighting the
searched term.

Page 14 of (27)
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Figure 16: Media item UI component
An explanation in depth about this system can be consulted in a video tutorial in YouTube[8].

2.1.5

Event Registry

Event Registry[9] is a system developed at JSI, in part within the XLike EU project. Its goal is to recognise
and catalogue news events that happen around the world. The data source for the Event Registry is the JSI
News Feed article collection service. This system collects, discovers and downloads news articles published
on the internet.
From the analysis of the texts the system tries to determine core properties of the event associated to a
news article (when did it happen, who were the people involved, where did it happen, what is a good
description, and what category does the event belong to, etc.). These data can be consulted in its website,
available at http://eventregistry.org, a site which provides extensive analysis and visualization of various
aspects of these events (Figure 17). The event database can also be accessed via an HTTP based API.

Figure 17: Event Registry website
As with VICO’s UI, in this case the xLiMe data needed to be integrated into an existing UI framework.
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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2.1.6

Y2 Use-Cases

In the second year of the project, we will update the use-cases of the first year and we will add a new one
to build a prototype for ECONDA. This prototype is focused on analytics solutions and recommendations for
e-commerce. We enhance the ECONDA product recommendation and monitoring features using the xLiMe
data and technology. These interfaces are under development at the time of writing this deliverable, hence
we do not include them in this review of interfaces, however we expect the required UI components will
follow the same trends as those previously discussed.
2.1.7

Conclusions

After reviewing the different UIs developed in xLiMe project we can identify various common
functionalities which lead us to a set of requirements for a re-usable library of UI components. In the next
section we summarise the requirements collected after the review of the prototypes, grouped by their
nature and scope.

2.2

Requirements

Based on the previous review of the xLiMe UIs and use-cases, we abstract the following requirements.
2.2.1

Displaying Information

The xLiMe front-end should:


be able to display relevant xLiMe information objects, in particular (i) media-items that have been
analysed with their metadata and (ii) annotations on those media data



be able to display information objects at different levels of granularity: from one line summaries
(e.g. title of an article) to summaries (providing the main attributes) to full views of the information
objects (i.e. show all the metadata available in the system)



be able to display filtered lists of information objects. In particular lists of media-items by mediatype (e.g. news, social media, tv)

2.2.2

Back-End Abstraction

The xLiMe front-end should:


handle authentication to the back-end xLiMe services



handle auto-refreshing of live-updates



provide components for facilitating entity-based search, such as auto-completion of known entities

2.2.3

Interaction

The xLiMe front-end should:


provide visualisations for exploratory analysis of aggregated data



provide facilities (callbacks on events and default implementations for common event handlers) for
enabling user interaction with the views (e.g. allow users to visit original news article at publisher’s
site, allow users to switch between entity views)

Page 16 of (27)
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Architecture

Based on the requirements identified in Section 2 for an xLiMe front-end library, in this section we propose
an architecture for such a re-usable xLiMe front-end library that will facilitate the creation of applications
on top of the xLiMe toolkit. Besides the identified requirements we also take into account the new (search,
exploration and analytic) services that have been developed in Y2 of the project, and that will be further
developed in Y3.
Figure 18 shows a diagram depicting the proposed architecture for building front-end applications. The
main design decisions are:


Front-end application developers will have access to a UI component library with the most common
components for the most common development platform. This will enable application developers
to quickly create new prototype on top of the xLiMe toolkit.



Although the UI component library should cover most front-end development use-cases, some
applications may require very specific components, functionality or unsupported platforms. In
these cases, front-end developers will have access to a REST API that is publicly available and that
returns aggregated and easy to display objects. This unburdens the developers from having to call
low-level APIs and to deal with authentication.



Finally, having a UI REST API will enable us to decouple the internal representation and handling of
the xLiMe data from the front-end. This can have various advantages: for example, it will enable us
to perform caching of data that is frequently requested by front-ends.

Figure 18: Global architecture Front-end applications
In terms of platforms to be supported, the main platform that we intend to support are web browsers. In
order to plan for the implementation of the UI component library, we have reviewed several modern
frameworks for web UI development to help us decide on a suitable framework.
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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UI Components Frameworks

Below we analyse a set of tools and libraries which make it easier for developers to build Web Components
and Web Front-Ends. For each framework, we list its features, advantages and disadvantages in particular
in relation to defining and using web UI components based on the framework.

3.1.1

Native vs. Web-based

A native service is one that is built for a specific platform, using their code libraries and accessing their
available hardware features. On the other hand, a web-based application is one that is hosted on the web
and executed from a browser on any device with Internet access.
The main features of the native tools are as follows:
-

High speed due to the fact the application is stored locally and it is dedicated to the platform

-

Local storage, allowing asynchronous approaches

-

Complete access to the device’s hardware features

-

The code must be created and maintained for each individual platform

For Web-based services the main features are:
-

Single approach. It means the code base has a single and shared version for all devices and across
all platforms.

-

Real-time updates due to its centralised nature

-

Freedom regarding hardware restrictions of devices and platforms

-

Easy updates of the code and inclusion of new behaviours

-

Limitations in the access of specific hardware features for some concrete platforms

Regarding these aspects for both approaches, taking into account the profile of xLiMe project, our decision
is to use a Web-based paradigm to develop the components and front-end applications. The main reasons
for this decision are platform independence and wide availability. Besides, using the Web-based approach,
we are following the general perspective taken for all partners, which are developing web-based tools to
allow public and independent accesses.

3.1.2

Web Components (Google Polymer2)

Web Components are a set of W3C standards and upcoming browser APIs for declaratively defining your
own custom HTML elements. One of the main advantages of Web Components is that they encapsulate
behaviour and styling. Another advantage is that they provide interoperable custom elements that extend
HTML and it makes it easier and faster to create anything from a button to a complete application across
desktop, mobile, etc.
Google Polymer is a library for creating Web Components. Polymer offers basic web components from their
core library and it focuses on allowing web developers create rich, powerful and reusable web components
to build complex web apps. It provides the ability to compose encapsulated JS, CSS and HTML as custom
elements, templating and bi-directional data binding. Web developers can access a catalogue of available
elements from the website3.
2

Google Polymer: https://www.polymer-project.org/1.0/
Polymer Catalog: https://elements.polymer-project.org/
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The use of this library in xLiMe project would provide us a declarative and easy way to build the
components for our use-cases and front-end applications. Besides we can combine elements of Google
Polymer with other frameworks and tools such as JavaScript or JQuery, achieving a wide spectrum of
features leveraging of those services from each library that better fit to our purposes.
The main drawback of web components is that they are currently not fully supported in all modern
browsers. Also, there seem to be performance issues relative to older frameworks, which may be due to
poor support of required features, early implementations or insufficient tool support for optimising web
applications. Most of these drawbacks could be temporary if Web Components gain traction in the industry
as support for this standard and tool support will improve.
3.1.3

React4

React is a JavaScript library for building user interfaces. It uses a declarative paradigm describing the
elements as DOM5 representations. It specifies the components such as XML syntax called JSX6. JSX is not
required to use React, but it makes code more readable, and writing it feels like writing HTML. A simple
transform is included with React that allows converting JSX into native JavaScript for browsers to digest.
Summarising the features mentioned above, React is declarative, efficient as it computes the minimal set of
changes necessary to keep the DOM structure updated, and is flexible because it works with the libraries
and frameworks of any JavaScript tool.
React is used mainly as the View helper in the MVC7 (Model-View-Controller) pattern. It implements oneway reactive data flow which reduces boilerplate and is easier to reason about than traditional data
binding.
The main drawback of React is that it is not a standard (compared to the de-facto standard JQuery and the
W3C proposed standard for Web Components) and it introduces a fairly large dependency.

3.1.4

AngularJS8

AngularJS is a complete framework for building webapps. It has high-level APIs for developing services,
routing, server communication, etc. It lets you extend HTML vocabulary for building complex and dynamic
applications. The resulting environment is expressive, readable, and quick to develop.
Unlike Google Polymer, AngularJS directives do not have any notion of style encapsulation. Furthermore,
AngularJS mainly is meant for building single-page web applications, which means that it is not very suitable
for building a set of UI components. However, it is worth considering whether the UI component library can
be used within AngularJS applications.

3.1.5

JavaScript9 and JQuery10

JavaScript is a scripting language that was designed for use within a web browser. It is one of the three
essential technologies of World Wide Web content production (besides HTML and CSS). It is a high level,
dynamic, untyped, and interpreted programming language. JavaScript is used for web development,
interface interactions, for server-side programming, game development, desktop widgets, etc.
4

React: http://facebook.github.io/react/index.html
DOM: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document_Object_Model
6
JSX: https://facebook.github.io/react/docs/jsx-in-depth.html
7
MVC: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model%E2%80%93view%E2%80%93controller
8
AngularJS: https://angularjs.org/
9
JavaScript: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
10
JQuery: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JQuery
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JQuery is a set of JavaScript libraries that have been designed specifically to simplify HTML document
traversing, animation, event handling and Ajax11 interactions. JQuery has become one of the most popular
libraries of JavaScript because it greatly simplifies development of rich web applications. It has been
optimized to perform many common scripting functions and it does so while using fewer lines of code.
Moreover JQuery has been optimized to work with a variety of browsers automatically.
The main disadvantage of JQuery is that it is not declarative and that there are no standards for UI
component library development on top of this library. Although the JavaScript objects can be encapsulated
in modules, there are various diverging ways to provide such modules, and they only encapsulate JavaScript
behaviour. CSS and HTML cannot be encapsulated other than by passing parameters to the provided
functions, making the JavaScript API more complicated to use.
3.1.6

Conclusions

The presented review of libraries for developing (Web) UI components shows that there are currently many
options for implementing the proposed architecture. It seems clear that the web platform should be
preferred over native platforms since it has the highest potential for reuse and it is a better fit for the
project. In terms of frameworks for the web, JQuery is probably the de-facto standard to follow in order to
maximize compatibility with current web app development; however it would require us to define some
standards for how the components are declared and how web apps would need to integrate those
components. Newer frameworks such as React and Polymer would facilitate this process by providing
better encapsulation of the created web components.

11

AJAX: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_%28programming%29
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UI Component Specification

In this section we specify basic xLiMe UI Components based on the requirements described in Section 2.
Since the components are meant to be customisable by application developers in order to maximise their
reusability, the component specification defines (i) input parameters which control what information is
shown and how it is formatted, (ii) actions which define default behaviours that users can trigger and (iii)
events which define hooks that application developers can use to react to user interactions with the
components. In Y3 of the project, we will implement these components and extend the list of
specifications.

4.1

xLiMe-small-media-item

This component shows a one-line view of an xLiMe media-item focusing on the main content of the media
item, its provenance/media-type (i.e. whether the media-item comes from social media, TV, news, etc.) and
its creation date. See Figure 19 for a mock-up. This component is meant to be used in lists to allow users to
quickly identify the media-item and distinguish it from other media items. The original publisher is shown
as an icon referring to either the media-type (video, news, social media) or more detailed publishers such
as Facebook, Twitter, The Guardian, etc. The content will generally be a preview of the full content, which
depends on the media-type (e.g. a title of a TV program, the first line of a tweet, the first line of a news
article).

Figure 19: Mock-up of a small-media item
4.1.1

Input parameters



entityUrl: Mandatory. The xLiMe entity URL which is used to retrieve the information to be
shown.



dateFormat: Optional. The format to use for rendering the media-item creation date. This
defines a format similar to Java's SimpleDateFormat12. Additionally the format provides the option
“timeAgo”, which prints how long ago the media item’s creation date was relative to the
current date-time using a suitable timespan (e.g. 2s, 1mins, 2h, 5d, 2w, 1mo, 1y) The default value
is "dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm".

4.1.2

Actions



togglePreview: Since by default, the component only provides a preview of the full content (in
order to fit in a line), users may want to expand this content without visiting the original publisher
as this may be slow. In order to allow this, a button is included in the component to expand the
content-preview. This button loads the full content. When showing the full content of the mediaitem, the button can be pressed again to return to showing only the one-line preview.



viewOriginal: Opens the original media-item in a new tab on the browser.

4.1.3

Events



onClick Notifies listeners when this component has been clicked, providing a representation of
the data presented by the component (e.g. a JSON object containing the entityURL, publisher,
content preview, publishing date).



onExpand Notifies listeners when the togglePreview button was pressed.

12

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html
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4.2

xLiMe-media-item-card

This component offers a comprehensive view about the metadata associated with xLiMe media items than
can be shown in the small-media-item. See Figure 20 for a mock-up. It displays the full list of
metadata that is available about a media item in the xLiMe toolkit, including the title, date, author,
language, geolocation and publisher. As with the small-media-item, by default only a (medium-sized)
preview of the content is shown, which can optionally be expanded to show the full content. Besides the
metadata about the original media-item, this component also provides an option to show annotations that
have been found by xLiMe annotators, such as entities and categories.

Figure 20: Mock-up of the combination of small-media-item and media-item-card
4.2.1

Input parameters



entityUrl: Mandatory. The xLiMe entity URL which is used to retrieve the information to be
shown.



dateFormat: Optional. Equal to the corresponding parameter for small-media-item



excludeFields: Optional. List of fields (property names) which should not be shown by the
component. By default, the component shows all of the available metadata and annotations for the
media item.



excludeAnnotations: Optional. Boolean value indicating whether the annotations for this
media item should be shown. This is a shorter way to exclude all of the annotation fields.

4.2.2

Actions



togglePreview: analogous to the togglePreview action for the small-media-item. The only
difference is that the preview size for the media-item-card is bigger, hence, for many media-items
(especially from social media), the full content will already be displayed. In such cases, this button is
hidden and the action does not do anything.



viewOriginal: Opens the original media-item in a new tab of the browser.
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xLiMe

Events



onClick Notifies listeners when this component has been clicked, providing a representation of
the data presented by the component (e.g. a JSON object containing the entityURL, publisher,
content preview, publishing date).



onExpand Notifies listeners when the togglePreview button was pressed.

4.3

xLiMe-annotation-entity-list

This component renders a list of annotation entities, i.e. entities from a knowledge base used to enrich
media items in xLiMe (see Figure 21). This component finds a suitable label for the entity and can provide
further actions for each entity. It provides an option to populate the list of entities to be displayed based on
a given media-item. Furthermore, it provides a default action to display a summary of each displayed entity
by integrating the Semantic Search Component Interface.

Figure 21: Mock-up of the combination of media-item-card and annotation-entity-card
4.3.1

Input parameters



forMediaItem: Optional. The URL of an xLiMe media item. If specified, the component will
query the xLiMe toolkit to find a list of annotation entities for the media item. If this parameter
is not specified, you must specify a list of entities manually.



entities: Mandatory unless forMediaItem was specified. A list of URL of an entity in one of
the knowledge bases used by xLiMe annotators (e.g. a DBpedia or a Wikipedia page URL). This is
the list of entities that will be displayed by this component. If both forMediaItem and
entities is specified, the component will display an error message.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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4.3.2


Actions
showSummary: Shows a tooltip view displaying the Semantic Search Summarisation Component
for the selected annotation entity.

4.3.3

Events



onMouseOver: notifies a listener when the user is hovering over a particular entity. The event
includes further information about the object. In particular, if forMediaItem was specified, the
event object may contain positional information about where in the media-item the entity
annotation was found.



onClick: By default, triggers the showSummary action for the clicked annotation entity.

4.4

xLiMe-media-item-list

This component displays a compact list of xLiMe media items (see Figure 22). The main intended use of this
component is to let users quickly browse a large number of media-items, for example, when viewing a
search result. The component essentially aggregates various small-media-item components and provides
list-like functionality such as selecting a particular item (highlighting this selection) and associating actions
to list events.

Figure 22: Mock-up of the media-item-list in the context of a search

4.4.1

Input parameters



mediaItems: Mandatory. An array of media-item objects. The array must contain at least the URl
for each media-item. The component will query the xLiMe toolkit to retrieve further information to
be displayed.



dateFormat: Optional. Same as that of small-media-item.

4.4.2

Actions

None at the list level. Although each media item in the list can have their own actions (e.g.
togglePreview).
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Events
onSelect: notifies listeners that a particular media-item was selected. The event object sent in the
notification will include a media-item object to enable implementing behaviours on top of this
event. Deselection of media-items triggers this same event, but with an empty media-item object.
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Conclusion

In this deliverable we first reviewed existing UI components developed in the first two years of the xLiMe
project, documenting current challenges for developing applications on top of the xLiMe toolkit. Based on
this UI component review, we documented the requirements that an xLiMe UI Component library should
meet in order to facilitate the development of applications based on xLiMe. Next, we designed an
architecture and specified basic UI Components to be implemented. In Y3 of the project, the currently
specified components will be implemented and will be made publicly available. Furthermore, we expect the
current specification to be expanded to meet new use-case requirements and to further facilitate the
development of new applications. For example, one obvious area where new default components can be
useful is in analytics of the xLiMe data. Besides just showing lists of the media items and their annotations,
we expect to abstract some of the current analytics components —currently provided as part of the
EventRegistry or in VICO’s analytics interface such as trend lines, histograms and other visualizations— to
provide a default set of analytic visualizations on top of the xLiMe toolkit.
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